Abstract. With AGILE and Fermi now in orbit and TeV telescopes continuing to improve their performance, a variety of multiwavelength opportunities is increasingly available. One goal of such programs is to take advantage of the complementary capabilities of the two types of telescopes: the wide field surveys of the satellite detectors and the high sensitivity and resolution of the ground-based telescopes. Some aspects of these multiwavelength efforts will be carried out in near-real-time but must be anticipated with advance preparation. These include gamma-ray burst follow-ups and flare campaigns. Other projects such as long-term variability studies and gammaray source identification require deep observations and cooperative work with astrophysicists at longer wavelengths, along with the theoretical studies that tie the observations together.
INTRODUCTION -THE VALUE OF MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES
Gamma-ray astrophysics is inherently a multiwavelength effort. Above 100 MeV, photons are produced by interactions of high-energy charged particles with other particles, photons, or magnetic fields. Such nonthermal processes are seen over broad energy ranges, and multiple processes involving the same particles can produce radiation in different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. A typical example is longer-wavelength synchrotron radiation originating from the same electrons that Compton scatter photons to X-ray and gamma-ray energies. For this basic reason, understanding the objects that are seen with gamma-ray telescopes can best be done in the context of multiwavelength studies that involve all relevant forms of radiation. Empirically, the classes of objects seen at the highest energies are also seen over much of the spectrum. Blazars, pulsars, and pulsar wind nebulae are bright not only in gamma rays, but also generally in X-rays and radio and sometimes in the optical and infrared bands. One of the real challenges in modern astrophysics is obtaining enough multiwavelength observations to learn about phenomena taking place in some of the most exotic and powerful objects in the Universe.
The new generation of ground-and space-based gamma-ray telescopes offers greatly= improved capabilities compared to previous instruments. AGILE [1] and Fermi Gaitnnaray Space Telescope [2] operate at MeV to GeV energies, while CANGAROO, H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and VERITAS measure TeV photons (see [3] for a recent review). The combi-nation provides:
• A huge energy range -9+ orders of magnitude • All-sky coverage, from both ground and space (Fermi sees the entire sky every three hours) • Excellent sensitivity compared to previous instruments (Fermi LAT is about 30 times more sensitive than EGRET on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory) • Good source locations -I arcmin in many cases, especially for TeV sources.
• High time resolution for individual photons and flux variations • Imaging for some extended sources Even with all this information, however, astrophysical research demands yet more than gamma-ray telescopes can provide on their own. Some of these other requirements are:
• Distance -redshift, Dispersion Measure, parallax, proper motion, column density • Composition -spectroscopy • Precise source locations and imaging • Velocities • Polarization • Magnetic fields • Theories to connect the observations to physical models These additional needs imply that gamma-ray astrophysicists must work not only with each other but with observers and theorists in a wide variety of astronomical and astrophysical settings.
PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF GEV -TEV COOPERATION

How the Fermi LAT Team Handles Multiwavelength Campaigns
The LAT team uses three approaches for multiwavelength programs:
• Monitoring studies are ongoing in radio, optical, and X-ray bands.
• Planned Intensive Campaigns (PICs) are detailed studies attempting to maximize mult1wavelength studies by choosing a time based on availability of resources • Target of Opportunity (TOO) campaigns react to something seen in LAT or at other wavelengths.
Information about planning resources is largely public. The sections below describe some of the sources.
Monitoring Programs
Monitoring programs are used to track behavior such as timing or flux that can be correlated with LAT data. Some of the monitoring programs include:
• Pulsar timing for more than 200 known pulsars is being carried out by a consortium of radio and X-ray astronomers [4] . The list of timed pulsars can be found at http://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/x/n4Do.
• Radio AGN studies in cooperation with Fermi LAT are summarized at http :
;`/pulsar.sternwarte.uni-erlangen.de/radiogamma/.
• Optical/IR Monitoring is carried out at a wide variety of installations around the world.
• High-energy monitoring includes work by Swift, which watches the 23 LAT monitored sources, and INTEGRAL, where key proposals monitor a number of blazars.
Planned Intensive Campaigns -PICs
Planned Intensive Campaigns -PICs are pre-set. major campaigns covering the electromagnetic spectrum for sources expected to be of special interest. Their schedule is set by availability of telescope facilities and observing time. The most complete recent example, the Mkn 501 pre-launch campaign, led by David Paneque, is described at http://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/x/bwEs.
These campaigns are generally advertised in advance, with an invitation for any observers to join. Below is a list of completed or planned campaigns.
• 
Targets of 'Opportunity -TOOs
TOOs are similar to Planned Intensive Campaigns but started ad hoc by a transient event. All Gamma-ray Bursts fall into this category. An example of a non-burst TOO was the 3C454. The Swift Project has been extremely cooperative in granting TOO requests, which ouubcmudcootheVVdz,uthttp://www.swi f t.psu.edo/too. htmI.
RXTE can also carry out TOO observations. The contact person is Jean Svvuuk at Goddard.
TOOs can go the other way, too. If an extraordinary event occurs, the Fermi spacecraft can bo re-pointed to track that event. Contact ht tp fermi.gs f c .zzasa.Bov/ osc/resonzoes/obsern'atiozza/too.lztml.
The O. Rmvv can | find out when Fermivvi|l be looking oiooy favorite source" A. Fermi will view your favorite source every day Linder most circumstances. Because both the GBM and l.AT have huge fic|dm nf view and the satellite's nominal operating mode is scanning, the entire sky will be viewed every 3 hours (with very limited exceptions for Targets ofOpp Q. lfI plan o major campaign noruy favorite oonu:c, can I get LATdata? A. Yes. All the LAT data will be public at the end of Cycle l, about one your after start of ]f you would like access to LATda1u sooner, contact the LA[ tcuro. They are very iutcreotcdiu cooperative efforts. Q . You mentioned a gamma-ray multiwavelength mailing list. What is it and how do I get ooit?
A. }lE}\SAElC at Goddard maintains this list an u aundcc Co the gamma-ray community. It is an e-mail exploder uiznod at sending general announcements to anyone interested in ouu|tivvuve|cngth gamma-ray studies. Sending an e-mail to gum noannvvCa^'liats.gatc.uaoa.gov distributes that mail to the |ia1 and puts u copy in the archive at https: //Iists.zzaoa.gov/maiIman/pri`/ate/gammamw/ The lmcutiootooigoopfbztbimroaUingUoiiolzttpe://Iists.nasa.gov/maiIman/ listinfo/gammamw O. Can uLAT team member tell me whether LATsees my favorite source? A. Not in general. The LATCcam simply lacks the manpower to respond to individual rcqocata iu most cases.
Q. l would like to help idontif«LAT gamma-ray sources. How do 1go about that'? A. About six months after the start of science operations, the LAT team will release u preliminary list of bright sources. Many of these may be sufficiently well localized that you can start looking for and modeling candidate MWcounterparts.
Q. WbuL other l.AIresults will bcpublic iu the first year? A. f\ list of 23 likely gamma-ray 000roca will be monitored, with public release of fluxes and energy iofb000dou, during Cycle |. The list is at ht tp://fermi. gs±c.nasa.gon/oac/cIata/poI 4Cl// T AT_ Monitored_Sources . btml Any source that flares above Z x |O -pb(>)00 Mc\/)/oro z s will be added to this |iot L fl/unless its flux falls below I x 10 --7 in the same units.
A. What about weaker flares? Can you tell me when one happens so I can compare with flares I see with my instrument?
Q. Early in the mission, the LAT team will only release information about the brightest flares. Weaker flares will be added to public announcements as the system matures. The LAT team is still discussing the possibility of sharing information about the weakest flares.
Q. Whom do I contact about cooperative efforts? A. If you know a member of the LAT collaboration, you can contact him/her. He/she will contact the appropriate LAT science group. As an alternative, David.J.ThompsonCnasa.gov is the LAT Multiwavelength Coordinator and will be glad to pass along information about multiwavelength opportunities.
Q. Can I avoid losing LAT data during my multiwavelength campaign? A. If you have a planned campaign that might benefit from LAT data, use the following FSSC form to tell the Fermi Project your plans: http : //Fermi . gs fc . nasa . gov/'ssc/resources/multi,'reportingllist.php.
Q. How will the LAT team know what is of interest to the TeV groups? A. The LAT team includes a number of scientists who are also affiliated with TeV telescopes. Those scientists will be watching the LAT results for TeV-related results, such as HBL or other low-z AGN flaring, unidentified transients, and sources with hard spectra. If something interesting is happening, they will encourage the LAT team to take action to tell the TeV telescope teams.
Q. Why should I care about the Fermi Cycle 2 Guest Investigator Program, http 1 / f e rm i . gs f c. nasa . gov/ s s c /proposals /, when the data will all be public?
A. There are three reasons for scientists to be interested in the program:
• Cooperative programs with NRAO and NOAO. Radio and optical telescope time is available through this proposal process.
• Proposals can determine the Fermi operations plan, e.g. pointed observations (although such observations require very strong justification).
• Money is available to U.S. proposers.
SUMMARY
Multiwavelength studies are critical to maximizing the scientific return from GeV and TeV telescopes. GeV and TeV telescopes offer complementary strengths for high-energystudies. Opportunities for cooperation are available now.
